
With Cornerstone’s talent management software, you can 
strategically focus on retaining and developing public sector 
employees. Your people will benefit from modern skills training, 
succession planning, and real-time feedback.

Elevate how public service employees learn, create,  
and perform with:

 Individualized development programs to grow skillsets
 Qualified hiring support
 Improved ROI by eliminating outdated and  
disparate technology

 Supportive continuous learning environments
 Paper trail reports, maintaining compliance

Cornerstone Solutions

Learning
Execute global compliance training initiatives to drive positive 
outcomes at scale and across complex hierarchies.

EdCast by Cornerstone 
Provide your learners with ultra-relevant skills and knowledge 
when they need it and how they want it — right in the flow  
of work.

Content Anytime
Boost performance with expertly produced and curated 
online training paired in our state-of-the-art learning 
experience platform.

Performance
Track and evaluate performance over longer cycles to better 
support people and organizational alignment.

Careers
Empower your people’s continuous development and your 
managers’ coaching skills to keep and engage your top talent.

Recruiting
Bring the right talent on smoothly with engaging social  
tools, clean applicant tracking, simple career sites, and  
easy onboarding.

HR
Manage and visualize your employees’ lifecycles with insightful, 
easy-to-understand data at a fraction of the time, cost, and risk.

Datasheet

Unite and engage  
public service 
employees 

Cornerstone  
for Public Sector

Competing for and retaining talent 
and maintaining compliance with 
ever-changing regulations all while 
on a limited budget has never been 
more challenging. 

https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/


See more ways Cornerstone  
can help you attract, retain,  
and develop the leaders of today 
and tomorrow

Learn More

We could not track and provide 
training options for 2,500 employees 
without Cornerstone. Our LMS 
enables us to manage learning more 
efficiently and effectively.”
 
 — Sharon Williams, Manager, Onboarding and Professional 
Development, City of Durham

Cornerstone is FedRAMP 
authorized, ensuring a reliable 
and secure environment

Cornerstone helps us put learning 
front and center every day. We’re 
giving employees the opportunity 
to develop new skills and be 
prepared for changes coming in 
the workplace.” 
 
— Sandra Smith, Learning Manager, Denver Public Library 

Cornerstone for Public Sector 

Prepare for the future – Quickly identify skill gaps to 
build comprehensive development and succession plans.

Create a modern culture of compliance – Deliver  
critical training to the right people, right when they 
need it, and easily report on results to comply with  
government requirements. 

 Unite your team – Define personalized career paths 
and promote work-life balance to keep your employees 
engaged, committed, and healthy.
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